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A view of the Beach from Mount Igueldo

HE capital of Guipfizcoa is famous as being one of the most important summer resorts in Spain, on account of its delightful
surroundings, the beauty of the town itself, and its p]easant climate,
which even in the height of summer is never unbearably hot.
Situated between the mountains and the sea, it is one of the favourite beaches both of Spaniards and foreigners, while its cosmopolitan character makes it especially attractive. San Sebasti{m, moreover,
is lively the whole year through, unlike other fashionable wateringplaces which are practically deserted in Winter and Spring--though
of course it is at its gayest in Summer.
The situation of the city is marvellous. It is built on a promotory
between the Cantabrian Sea and the river Urumea, but its incessant
groÿvth has caused it to extend beyond the river, the two parts being

"La Concha" (Shell shaped) Beach
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connected by several splendid birdges, while the construction of promenades and avenues has encroached on the sea.

The bay is a wide semi-circle, at the points of which rise the
mountains of Igueldo and Urgull. The'whole depth of the bay is occu-

pied by the Concha beach, so called from its perfect shell shape. It is
a splendid beach, clean and open, with fine golden sand. In the centre
of the bay lies the Island of Santa Clara, a natural break-water which
protects the beach and the town from storms, and tempers the force
of the Cantabrian sea. The whole impression received is delightful,
since both, mountains and island, present a marvellous harmony of line
and colour. Behind, the whole city seems to be leaning over to see
its beach. On the famous Concha promenade--full of hotels and chalets-stands the Palace of Miramar formerly a summer residence of the
Spanish monarchs. Another splendid promenade is that of the Republica, which runs along the coast and passes round Monte Urgull,
while beyond the city, forming a wonderful background, stretches

a splendid panorama of mountains and valleys full of pleasure
farms and country houses. A striking feature is Mr. Ulia, which do-

minates the whole of San Sebastian, and from which one can enjoy a
wonderful view of the sea and the country round.

The origin of San SebastiAn is thought by some to date back to
the period of Roman domination, identifying the town with the city
called Easo which is mentioned in various documents, but the lack of

any remains makes it impossible to concrete any definite datum. It is

The Republic promenade
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mentioned under its present name in several old ilth century docu-

ments; in the i2th century a charter was granted to the town by
Sancho el Sabio king of Navarre, and in 12oo it was incorporated to
the crown of Castile. The character of the town at that time was
essentially commercial and maritime. At the end of the ISth century, however, when national unity was finally secured, Spain began to
turn her eyes towards Europe, and the rivalry with France sprang up.
San Sebastian, by reason of its nearness to the French frontier, acquired strategical and diplomatic importance. The armies of France and

Spain were obliged to pass through the town on the occasion of their
various wars, and it was often besieged, and at times burnt down.

The last of these conflagrations took place in 1813, when the town
was captured and ransacked by the Eÿglish, Portuguese, and Spanish
troops allied against the forces of Napoleon, which had occupied the
town during the five years of the War of Independence. From this
date onwards the reconstruction of the city was begun, and in ] 821

it was declared capital of the province of Guipflzcoa. Its devotio:, to
the Liberal cause during the Carlist wars won it the gratitude ÿnd
affection of Isabel II, who visited it in 1845, and made it her favourite city. Henceforward began its astonishing development a, d

growth, and in 1864 it became necessary to pull down the old walls,
in order to continue the work of extension and improvement which
is still under way, and which has succeeded in making of San Sebas-

tian one of the finest and most modern cities in Spain.

tion, there are villages, hamlets, and country houses of real authentic
Basque type, with all their typical local colour, romevias, pleasure
parties and popular festivals, symbolic dances, and weird melancholy
music. Even in San Sebastian itself it is not uncommon in the busiest
streets to witness popular dances to the sound of typical musical
instruments, scenes which recall the simple, peaceful delights of the
country amid the rush and whirl of busy city life.

In spi*e of its recent construction, San SebastiLn has delightful
and characteristic nooks and corners around the little harbour and in

the old fishing quarter at the foot of Monte Urgull, under the castle

Regattas in the Harbour
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This short historica! account of San Sebastian, will explain to the
traveller who is unfamiliar with the town, the reason of its very modern appearance, the straight, ample, and practical lines on which it
is planned, its broad streets, the elegance of its buildings, and the
lack of old temples, palaces, convents, and ruins. San Sebastian has
perhaps more of the European look than any other city in Spain.
Great avenues and boulevards, lines of perpendicular and parallel
streets with symmetrical crossroads comprise the town. Nearly all
the streets--except in the old quarter of which we will speak later-are straight and planted with trees, and are full of great cafes, shops,
banks, and theatres. The splendid avenue of !a Libertad, the Bulevar, the park of Alderdi-Eder, the streets of Urbieta, Garibay, Hernani
and many others are as fine as those of any of the great European
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of La Mota, an old military edifice, the ruins of which are interesting
only historically. A curious feature of this quarter, which is the eldest
i n the town, is its rectilinear construction, in strong contrast to the
planning of similar quarters in other Spanish cities. It is beyond questi on that Nature plays an even more important part than architects
and builders in the formation of towns. San Sebastian--in a plain
and surrounded with mountains--, could not possibly be crooked or
winding. The fishing quarter starts at the harbour. It is a tiny hathour, this of San Sebastian, and as picturesque as that of some wee

fishing village. It is not deep enough for big ships, and only small
fishing boats can anchor there, great merchant vessels and war-ships
aaving to remain outside in the bay. This lack of a great harbour is
no serious drawba.ck to San Sebastiÿ since for its industrial and
commercial life it can utÿlise that of Pasajes near by.
Very close to the harbour stands the church of Santa Maria, an

capitals. Adjoining this modern part is the old fishing or Pescadores
quarter, which is fo!lowed by the delightful suburbs of the town, full
of large and small villas, which bring as it were a bit of city life into
the country which connects San Sebastian with the lovely little villages which lie around.

In spite of being the capital of Guipfizcoa--which, with the neighbouring Basque provinces is one of the most typical in Spain, conserving its peculiar tongue, music, dances, and traditional customs--San
Sebastian lacks that strongly picturesque note which is such a characteristic of the whole peninsnla. Very few miles off, however, and
very quickly accessible owing to the excellent means of communicaFishermen District
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I8th century Baroque edifice, with a fine doorway• It contains
interesting sculptures by Juan de Mena and Arismendi.

£he parish church of San Vicente is considered to be the oldest
church in San Sebastian and indeed the oldest of its monuments• The
present building, which has suffered many dilapidations and transformations in the course of time, dates from the I6th century• It is
thought, however, that the church is built over the remains of another

which was destroyed by fire or invasion, though the scanty traces left
of the old fabric give no hint of its style or period. Neither has the
existing edifice any very definite style• In the interior there is a fine
reredos, and various beautiful altars and reliefs.
In the same quarter is the handsome Constituci6n Square, very

typically Castilian in appearance, with its wide porticoes, and the
Town Hall which possesses paintings and curiosities of historical interest. The balconies of the square have numbers, a record of the days

when they formed the seats from which were seen the bull4ights which
were held there.
In a corner of the harbour stands the Naval Museum, with pictures, furniture, weapons, lacquer work, documents, and many other

records of the interesting naval history of San Sebastian. In the same
premises, too, there has been installed a little aquarium, very well
fitted up and arranged.

A visit should also be paid to the fine Municipal Museum, and the
cloister of the old convent or monastery of San Telmo are likewise
notable and should be visited. The latter now has a magnificent museum adorned with valuable paintings by Sert.
The greatest interest of San Sebastian, however, lies in the beauty

of its surroundings, and the delightful excursions for which it is a
centr. Tramways and motor-bus routes connect the town with the
beautiful villages round about, many of which also can be reached be
rail: Hernani, Pasajes with its wonderful estuary, Renterla, Zarauz,
Deva, Fuenterrabia (all these very popular beaches), Irfln. This last
name reminds us of the great facility of communication with France,
there being an electric train which starts from the centre of San SebastiA . and does the journey most comfortably. There are all these
excursions to be made, and many more, all among the most beautiful
scenery imaginable.

Sport plays a very great part in the life of San Sebastian, and in
summer comes to be a matter of universal interest• During the month
of July the great horse-races take place in the Hippodrome of Lasarte,
where horses from some of the most famous stables in the world compete for the numerous prizes; motor trials are held on the well-known
track, that for the Grand Prix of Europe which took place a few years
ago being of the most important; there is the great international open
cycle race round the Basque country; yacht regattas in the bay; tennis
tournaments on the courts which the Club owns at Ondarreta and golf
matches at Lasarte; games of the Basque pelota where some of the
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finest players can be seen, etc. The peculiarly Spanish note, which is
such an attraction to foreigners, is furnished by the bull-fights, and
those in search of pleasures of a more aesthetic nature will find their

demands satisfied by the concerts of the Orpheon, held all through the
year, and every one of which is an artistic event of supreme importance. There is, too, a brilliant society life, more especially in the late

summer with a series of festivities in the great hotels and in the Gran
Casino, the Kursaal, and the Kursaal of Igueldo, where teas, concerts, dances, verbenas, theatrical performances, etc., all on the most
sumptuous scale are given.

H 0 TELS:
CRISTINA, ]ÿll board ]rom 60 to 90 pesetas.-- CONTINENTtIL
PALACE, ]rom 47,50 to 82,50 ptas.--EXCELSIOR, /tom 25 to
70 ptas.--LONDRES, /rom 30 to 60 ptas.--BIARRITZ, ]rom 27 to
45 ptas.--HISPANO AMERICANO, trom 25 to 50 ptas.--NIZA,
]tom 25 to 45 ptas.--INTERNAC]ONAL, ]rom 15 to 60 pkÿs.-MÿEoIICO, ]rom 20 to 40 ptas.--EZCURRA, from 25 lo 40 ptas.-PRINCIPE, /rom 25 to 40 ptas.--FLORIDA, /rom 18 to 40 ptas.-CENTRAL, ]rom 20 to 35 ptas.--LA PAZ, ]roan 18 to 35 ÿtas.-FRANCE ET SUISSE, ]rom 15 to 35 ptas.--URSULA, from 20
to 35 ptas.--ARANA, /rom 20 to 32 ptas.--PARIS, /tom 20 to 30
pesctas.--LA URt?ANA, ]rom 15 to 30 ptas.--ALBENIZ, ]tom
15 to 30 plas.--ESPA_ÿ'A, /rom 18 to 27 ptas.--EUROPA, ]rom
14 to 25 pesetas.
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